
COVID-19 posed great challenges and highlighted many weaknesses in the health and social care 

systems of countries around the world.On 15 September 2020, the Croatian Ministry of Health and the 

European Commission's Directorate General for Structural Reform Support of the EU organized a 

seminar entitled  

“Building survivable eHealth strategies during the crisis” crisis') to share knowledge on how to develop a 

resilient e-Health strategy for the 2021-2027 Multiannual Financial Framework. The seminar brought 

together a wide range of digital health experts from national health ministries, health care institutions 

and informatics.This document presents several innovations in the field of eHealthSee this link in 

another language 

PTdeveloped and used at local and national levels to help tackle the global  
COVID-19 pandemic in the spring of 2020, and presents some recommendations and practical measures 

for the EU and to stakeholders at national level.Public health, disease prevention and health 

promotionPublic health, disease prevention and health promotion are fundamental to improving the 

resilience of the health system, especially in times of health crisis, but not only that.  

Many diseases can be prevented and diagnosed early, before the patient needs treatment. Citizens 

should benefit from holistic public health policies and have access to prevention and health promotion 

services.The support measures are expected to enable authorities to define the strategic, governance 

and technical frameworks to guide, with the necessary efficiency, the transformation of public health 

and related policies that promote health and disease prevention. 

EXAMPLES OF SUPPORT AREAS    Public health    Resistance to 

antimicrobial agents    Infectious diseases    genomics    cancer 

screeningIntegration of genomics into healthcare 

(genomDE)The Commission supports Germany in its efforts to 

create a framework for the wider deployment of genomics in 

the provision of health services, specifically in the field of 

cancer and rare diseases. 

Ensure availability of unpatented antibiotics in FranceThe 

Commission supports the French authorities in their efforts to 

design and implement measures to ensure that 'unpatented' (generally generic) antibiotics remain 

available for human and animal use. Last Tuesday (23), shooter Felipe "brTT" Gonçalves announced a 

break in his career as a pro player of League of Legends.  

Ensuring that he wants to return to playing in the 2nd split of CBLOL 2022, which will be in person and 

with fans, he stated that taking care of his own mental health was the lesson he learned from the last 

two years."Take care of your mental health. I think that's it. The lesson I'm going to take from these last 

two years is that other athletes, from other sports as well, must go through this.  

They forget about their own lives and focus absolutely only on work, effort, results , and when they look 

back at themselves in the mirror, they realize that something is missing. The title may have come, but 

there will come a point in your life where it will catch on and you will feel it. the last two years, always 

be careful not to get where I am," said br 



TT at a press conference after the CBLOL 2021 Award 
 - in which he won the Craque da Galera trophy.brTT is CBLOL's six-time champion, winning his titles in 

2013, 2014, 2nd split of 2015, 1st split of 2017, 2nd split of 2019 and 1st split of 2021.    I will come back, 

I promise. pic.twitter.com/BwCFl3ZGXQ    — Felipe Gonçalves (@brttOficial) November 24, 2021Check 

out the player's full speech at the CBLOL 2021 Awards below:" 

First I ended my eight-year relationship with the woman who has always been by my side since the 

beginning of my career, and if it weren't for her I wouldn't even be here giving this speech to you, so it's 

been a pretty heavy few months for me .With that came the pandemic too, forcing players to train at 

home.  

I've always been a very emotional player, who liked to pass this energy and emotion on to whoever was 

watching me, this since 2012. In the first championship I played, I already felt the vibration of the 

crowd.And when that was taken away from me, unfortunately because of the pandemic, I felt like I lost 

a piece of myself, because when I was in the studio I felt at home, I felt alive. 

 And when I was forced to play at home, it was very complicated, it affected me a lot, because everyone 

knows how emotional I am.Every day I woke up to train or play in a championship, I felt that I was 

missing something, I felt that I was losing a piece of myself every day, and it got worse and worse. 

Anyone accompanying me could feel it, I think I could tell that something was wrong.  

Until the days when I woke up and I just didn't see a purpose, I didn't have the strength, energy, or 

anything else that would motivate me to compete, but even so I kept going to practice, because I 

couldn't just stop, I couldn't say  

'Dude , it's difficult for me".When people are at rock 

bottom, they isolate themselves more and more and 

don't know how to ask for help, and this reflected a 

lot in my performance, in training, I lost my patience 

very easily. I even apologize to my teammates, to the 

organization, for not having been the leader they 

expected and the player I always was. 

Thank God I found boxing and music, which helped me 

to get out of this hole and find joy again and a meaning to be happy. I went through a lot of stress in the 

last two years, even in this difficult time I forced myself to compete and that caused me a huge mental 

strain.I think the time has come for me to rest, I'm going to take this first split of next year to rest and 

take care of myself. 

I know how many people support me 
I've always had people I could ask for help, but it's not simple when you get to that point. I want to 

apologize for whoever has had to deal with me these past two years, for not living up to expectations.I 

just hope one day  

I can regain the sparkle in the look I had when I entered a competition, to pass this energy on to my 

fans, to those who accompany me, to my family, to make everyone proud again, but now I need to take 

care of myself a little."brTTWith the return of CBLOL in person, brTT was asked about rethinking his 

decision, as the stage was sorely missed by the player."Surely [the return] made me think a little, right?  



But as I said, the time has come for me to think about myself and take care of myself, until I saw that I 

regained the sparkle in my eyes that had to compete, that emotion, that I can broadcast it to everyone, 

to my fans. They were the ones who made me what I am today. Certainly with CBLOL returning to the 

studio and even with the fans... I intend to go to the studio, follow the team, see how things will be. 

Maybe the desire to go back will come back even faster". 


